
Telkonet offers proven, scalable, and secure cloud-based  energy 

management technology that unlocks a world of opportunity for 

organizations interested in sharing energy savings and operational 

improvements with clients.

Telkonet designed EcoSmart to be deployed most 
successfully in spaces with intermittent occupancy, such as hotel rooms, college or military dormitories, and assisted living facilities. The 
EcoSmart solution includes any combination of intelligent thermostats, occupancy sensors, door contacts, and plug load control devices.  
Telkonet configures individual products to ensure compatibility with virtually all building environments and mechanical systems.  

Interested in becoming an EcoSmart energy management partner?
Contact us at +1 (888) 703-9398 or sales@telkonet.com.

EcoSmart Partner Program

Founded in 1999, Telkonet has extensive expertise 
in occupancy-based energy management and 
successful installations in nearly 3,000 properties.  
Over the years, Telkonet has demonstrated 
significant value for customers.  In order to 
continue to identify opportunities to improve the 
financial and operational performance of client 
properties, Telkonet requires energy management 
partners.

Since Telkonet launched the EcoSmart product 
line in February 2011, thousands of rooms have 
upgraded existing HVAC controls to include our 
energy management platform.  Current clients 
maximize energy efficiency by reducing energy 
consumption and equipment runtime 20-45%.  The 
EcoSmart energy management solution qualifies 
for substantial rebates in areas of the country 
with utility-funded energy efficiency incentives, 
providing a rapid ROI.

Is there a market for energy management?

The hospitality market is poised to fully integrate energy management.  Consumers 
make purchase decisions based on green initiatives and corporate sustainability 
efforts more than ever before while many hoteliers remain focused on the bottom 
line.  Installing EcoSmart technology solves both problems, yet less than 20% of hotels 
in the United States have energy management systems.  Because guest rooms sit 
unoccupied as much as 70% of an average day, a considerable number of properties 
could upgrade with an EcoSmart energy management system to experience financial 
returns without sacrificing guest comfort.  Most properties typically pay for the 
equipment and installation from energy savings in less than three years, while areas 
with high utility costs and extreme climates often yield a complete return in months. 

Because the available marketplace for EcoSmart is significant, Telkonet requires 
the assistance of partner organizations to help identify and implement energy 
management opportunities.

We work with companies that have a passion 
for energy efficiency and maintain a focus on 
customer satisfaction.

What qualities must a partner possess?

Partners should have experience selling energy 
management solutions to our target markets.  
Telkonet’s ideal partners are established companies 
with established client relationships and 
complementary products.  Potential partners must 
have a proven record of accomplishment in sales 
ability as well as a desire to succeed.



What our Partners are saying: 

“Telkonet’s ability to reduce the Crowne Plaza Times Square’s energy usage and cost through passive controls, as well as remote real time 
management via the Web, is incredible. Management will have full control of the hotel’s energy usage and now can easily shed power 
during a demand response request from the local utility. I can’t say enough about Telkonet as a company.”

“The energy efficiency technology Telkonet offers has the capability to provide excellent energy savings without compromising guest 
comfort, making it the perfect solution for hospitality upgrades and energy conservation projects.”

What will Telkonet provide to qualified partners? 

Telkonet offers partners quality products, simple installation, and access to 
engineering resources available only from a manufacturer with our level of 
technical expertise.

Telkonet prides itself on providing excellent customer service and technical 
support. Our Milwaukee-based call center allows in-house customer service 
professionals to support our growing customer base 24 hours a day, 365 
days a year.  The call center enables Telkonet to provide proactive, around-
the-clock support for all our customers and partners.

Telkonet offers partners excellent revenue opportunities, and we provide 
information to assist partners in presenting EcoSmart products with sales 
presentations (PowerPoint or Keynote), exceptional training, and product 
samples at deeply discounted prices, as well as technical and marketing 
resources to assist in promoting the EcoSmart solution.  

If your company is interested in recurring revenue, we offer the opportunity 
to brand our support as your own.  Telkonet also assists partners in meeting 
pre-sale requirements as well as installation and post-sales processes.

Describe your annual sales numbers. 

What qualities must a partner possess? 

To become a partner, please be prepared to provide 
information about your focus and areas of expertise, target 
markets, current products and services, existing client 
base, etc.  Below are the questions that form the beginning 
of our application process:

What target markets does your organization serve?  

How many employees does your organization have?

Where is your geographic focus?

How many staff will be available for EcoSmart sales?

Will any staff be dedicated full-time to EcoSmart sales?

What in-house capabilities do you have for installation

Do you have experience in the energy management field?

What complementary solutions do you currently offer?

What competing solutions do you currently offer?

What is the unique selling proposition of

What do you do better than your competition?

Why should Telkonet partner with you?

and customer support?

your organization?

If you are interested in becoming a partner, email your contact information and 

answers to the provided questions to sales@telkonet.com. Upon receipt of your 

message, a member of our Partner Support Team will contact you to discuss 

partner options in detail.

Partners should expect to focus substantial resources on promoting Telkonet 
products.  Partnerships range from Value-Added Reseller agreements for 
those with the ability to provide installation and client management to 
Sales Agency agreements where sales generation earns commission.  If you 
believe you have an additional capability, we can discuss the possibility of a 
partnership agreement unique to the service provided.

A formal contract and investment are required.

Telkonet offers more than energy management.
We offer a partnership to share in your vision.
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